Introduction
The Internet is an international network of networks. About three million host computers are connected giving over 20 million people worldwide access. Information packet tra c rises by 12% each month. Advances in computer networks over the last few years have made a wealth of information available to a person using a standard terminal. This document will demonstrate some of the many kinds of information available to anyone who has internet access. It will also demonstrate techniques for discovering what information is available, and getting help in using it. It is not intended to be exhaustive; even if that were possible in one handout, it would soon be hopelessly out of date. You don't need to be at a workstation (a PC or Macintosh with a terminal emulator will do) but if you are, then friendlier, more graphical, versions of programs will be available. Note that these facilities work best when the networks are quiet. It's unkind to access a distant machine while it's busy coping with its own site's users. So it's best to work in the weekend, or if you're accessing US sites from europe, work in the morning.
If you want to start with something easy yet powerful, try typing Mosaic. Otherwise work straight through this document.
telnet
The telnet command establishes a connection between your computer and the host. If you have an account on the distant machine you can log in as yourself but you'll probably use one of the prepared accounts that the site has. Some of these accounts o er a session much like a session you might have on your local machine, others just provide one particular program. Telnet's not a le transfer program { you'll need to use ftp for that (see later).
The host computer's address can be speci ed in one of two ways: a node name, such as used here, or an Internet address which we will use later. The node name consists of sections, each specifying a broader location. For instance, an archive machine at Imperial College London has the name src.doc.ic.ac.uk: FTP stands for File Transfer Protocol: a speci c technique for transferring les among dissimilar computer systems on a network. FTP is also used to mean a program that transfers les using this protocol. The capabilities of FTP allow people at a networked computer to gain access to programs and data les from all over the country and around the world, provided they knows where to look. Transfer rates vary greatly, but 1.5M/minute is not unusual. Many computer systems are set up as \anonymous ftp servers": they allow users to connect without having a user ID on the system and copy les that are on the server. These servers range from SIMTEL-20, the giant program repository maintained by the US Army, to small specialised sites. The hardest part of obtaining les o the network in this way is nding out where they are. and press <Return>. Your original prompt returns to the screen. The le retrieved using FTP should now be in your own le space. Whenever you transfer les that are likely to contain non-text characters, type bin before typing the get command so that binary mode is selected. But how could we have found these les if we didn't know where they were? Many archives have a le that lists everything on the machine. In the case of this archive however, the compressed listing is over 10M, so a better strategy is required. See section 7 for various ways that you can search.
Mosaic
So far, we have had to make our way around the Internet by directly connecting to each host we wanted to use. Next, we will examine tools that let us use resources without knowing where they are on the network.
Mosaic displays graphics and hypertext. Its use is growing faster than any other type of network use. CUED's help system is written so that it can be accessed by Mosaic. Other sites are doing likewise. Together the les form \The Web". Companies, governments, museums and libraries are already displaying material using this medium, and some lecture courses are on-line too. The location of a le or service on the Web is given by its URL (Uniform Resource Locator 
E-mail directory service
The ability to exchange information, programs, and correspondence on a national or global basis is one of the most promising aspects of computing technology. However, one of the biggest problems in realizing this promise is stated by one of the simplest questions: \How can I nd Joe Blough's address?". It would be nice if there were one gigantic e-mail directory, accessible on-line, and as simple and complete as a telephone directory. While there is no such system now, progress is being made.
We will demonstrate some on-line phone books which contain e-mail addresses, an early version of an X.500 directory, and some other tools for obtaining and verifying addresses. In the CUED gopher server, under Services there's a Internet-wide e-mail address searches option that o ers many of these search facilities. Below are listed some alternatives.
On-Line Telephone Books
Some institutions, especially large universities, are mounting their telephone directories on-line and including e-mail addresses. If they run a gopher server that's the easiest way to read them. For instance, Cambridge University has phone numbers in the Cambridge University section of its gopher.
X.500 Directory
The ISO X.500 standard, recently adopted by many e-mail systems, will provide a uniform means of addressing electronic transmissions, eliminating the proprietary addressing systems that many carriers have used. The adoption of this standard makes it practical to consider a massive on-line e-mail directory.
Each organization maintains its own X.500 directory, so that no single computer has to hold the entire directory and process every search { it's a distributed directory.
Ask your system manager if a client is installed. Some gophers give access.
5.3 Finding a domain name: Whois.
The X.500 directory is limited in that it only contains listings for people in certain organizations, and only for some people in those organizations. There are other options to nd or verify the address for people who are not in an X.500 directory.
In trying to nd a person's address, we must rst nd the domain name for that person's institution. Domains are assigned by the Network Information Center, which maintains a searchable database of the domain names. The database also contains entries for some individuals, but is mainly useful for institutions.
Finding an individual's address: nger.
If we want to search for a person at a known site we can try using the finger program. Many nodes on the Internet run servers for finger, which contain the names and e-mail addresses of individuals using that node. In order to get information from that server, we must run a \client" version of the finger program. To nd all the Smith's at Kalamazoo College type finger smith@kzoo.edu and press <Return>.The nger client establishes a connection with the nger server at Kalamazoo College, and asks it, \Do you know any Smiths?". It does, and displays information about each of them on the screen.
Verify an Internet address
You may sometimes need to see if an e-mail address really exists; for instance, if you have repeatedly sent mail to someone who never replies. For this situation, you can use ping and nslookup /etc/ping unix.hensa.ac.uk will check to see if a connection exists between your machine and unix.hensa.ac.uk but sending packets to it and timing the speed of reply. Press <CTRL>C to stop. nslookup unix.hensa.ac.uk will tell you whether the named machine is known about and supply its IP address. The search may take several minutes, as the database is large and is used by many people.
When the search is completed, Archie lists each location at which a le matching our search was found. For each location, it gives the host's address, the date the le was last updated, the directory in which it is to be found, and the le name and size. With this information, you can use the ftp techniques learned in the last section to retrieve the le.
xarchie is the graphical version that has a built-in ftp facility.
WWW searches
On the \Internet Information Sources" page of CUED's WWW server there's a section called \Search Engines". These are di erent ways of seeking information on the Web. The issue of searching the Web is under development so its worth checking this section regularly. Ethernet: a method of connecting computers to form a network; it speci es the types of wires connecting the computers, and the format in which information is packaged to travel over the wire.
FDDI: Fiber Distributed Data Interface: a high-speed (100 megabit per second) network connection designed to be run on ber optic cable, cf. Ethernet, which runs on various types of copper wire.
nger: two programs which comprise a database of electronic mail addresses. The \ nger server" stores the addresses and processes inquiries; the \ nger client" makes the inquiries.
Freenet: one of a group of free servers o ering information, electronic mail, and Internet access to a community over telephone lines. Gopher: a program which provides access to many Internet resources, without the user having to know where the resources are.
host: a computer that users of other computers can connect to and use. HTML: HyperText Markup Language, the format used for most les on the Web. hypertext: a system for linking documents and parts of documents in a non-linear fashion. Words in the displayed document may be linked to other documents, or other text in the same document. The reader can follow these links through the text, rather than reading serially.
internet, an: a network made up of one or more smaller networks. Internet address: a numerical identi er for a node on the Internet. It consists telnet: a program that, when run on one computer, establishes a connection to another computer on a network. upload: to copy a le, e-mail message, or other information from your PC to a larger computer on the network. URL: Uniform Resource Locator. This has been described as "a networked extension of the standard lename concept: not only can you point to a le in a directory, but that le and that directory can exist on any machine on the network, can be served via any of several di erent methods, and might not even be something as simple as a le: URLs can also point to queries, etc.
WAIS: Wide-Area Information Server: a system that allows simultaneous searches of several databases mounted on di erent computers.
World Wide Web: The set of interconnected documents available to Mosaic. Often abbreviated to WWW, W3 or Web.
X.400: The ISO/OSI mail protocol. X.500: an ISO standard for directory information about an individual, including e-mail addressing.
Other References
Many of the programs have their own help system accessed by typing ? or help. There also information in :-Manuals :-The programs should all have on-line manual pages. E.g. Typing man archie will tell you all there is to know about that program.
gopher :-In the CUED help/network section of the CUED gopher gopher.eng.cam.ac.uk there are many useful documents that cover how to nd source, etc. The info section has a le called net resources that lists useful facilities.
